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contact will begin at K, the intersection of the addendum line of the rack <7//, and the path of the point of contact EF, and will follow the line HP through P to the point where KF cuts the addendum circle L\t of the pinion.
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204. Annular Gears.—Both centers of a pair of gears may be on the. same side of the pitch point, Hi is arrangement corresponds to what is known as an annular gear and pinion. Thus, in Fig. 210, AB and CD are the pitch circles, and their centers are both above the pitch point l\ Teeth may be constructed to trans- a
r
A
*nit rotation between AB and CD. Alt will be an ordinary spur pinion, but it is obvious that CD becomes a ring of metal with teeth on the inside, i.e., it is an annular gear. In (his case a and /? may be describing circles for eyeloidal teeth, and a point in the circumference of a' will describe hypoeyeloids simultaneously on the planes of AB and (.7); and a point in the circumference of/? will describe epicycloids simultaneously on the planes of AB and CD. These will engage to transmit a constant velocity ratio. Obviously the space inside of an annular gear corresponds to a spur-gear of the same pitch and pitch diameter, with tooth curves drawn with the same describing circle. Let KF and Gfl, Fig. 210, be the addendum circles. If the pinion move clockwise driving the annular gear, the path of the point of contact will be from e along the circumference of a to I\ and from P along the circumference of /? to K.
The construction of involute teeth for an annular gear and pinion involves exactly the same principles as in the case of a

